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(CHORUS)
She can make it go, bring it high ,
bring it down, take it low, then make it go.
She can make it go, she start off going fast but then
she take it slow(take it slow) (make it go)(take it slow)
she make it (make it) , then it sound like (sound like) x4
(VERSE 1)
She does it to me like, I never felt it,
I can't help it , helpless melting in her presents,
I am selfish, you can tell this she can tell me anything
, I will buy it if she sells it ,
told me her name heaven but she hotter than hell is
, love lockdown, I'll be a felon,
wait she love to get her pussy ate like Ellen ,
1, 2 you can come, she can come too,
you gone come she gone come too,
pass out and do it all again when we come too,
we can kick it like a shoe,
kung foo , she make it stop ,
pop like the drum do , these bitches typical , you show
me something new,
(CHORUS)
She can make it go, bring it high ,
bring it down take it low then make it go.

She can make it go, she start off going fast but then
she take it slow then make it go.
She can make it (make it)then it sound like(sound
like)x4
(VERSE 2)
I tell her , I tell her we not just any guys ,
I bet they go for a reason ,
no need to empathize , I tell patron troops,
I tell you any lies, and you believe them all ,
I can see it in your eyes,
I take you down like(down like)me without no money
that don't sound right(sound right) I could put you
on inside a town flight and even have a driver pick
you up girl what that sound like
(sound like) I gets big, big money all this money I
don't even know what to call this hunny ,
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take so long just to get to the point when you rich
and you dere and it's all so funny,
I stunt so they can see me and there for they should
know, they call me drizzy baby I wanna see you make it
go
(CHORUS)
She can make it go, bring it high ,
bring it down take it low then make it go.
she can make it go, she start off going fast but then
she take it slow (take it slow)
she can make it (make it)and it sound like(sound
like)x4
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